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We present a simplified proof of a theorem of Skolem. This result 
describes the factorization of a fourth degree polynomial (modp), p an 
odd prime, in terms of its discriminant and the nature of the roots of a 
related resolvent cubic polynomial. 
1. In [2], Skolem gave a useful criterion for describing the factoriza- 
tion (modp) of manic polynomials of degree 4. The purpose of this note 
is to provide a simpler proof of his result, based on the cases n = 3,4 
of a theorem which goes back to Stickelberger. This in turn has a very 
simple proof (cf. [4], proof of Theorem 1). 
THEOREM. Let p be an odd prime, f(x) a manic polynomial (modp) of 
degree n, with discriminant D(f) and no repeated roots. Zf f(x) E fi(x). . . 
f,(x) (modp), where each fi(x) is irreducible, then n c r (mod 2) if and 
only if PC~YPI = 1. 
2. Consider f(x) = x4 + alx3 + a2x2 + a3x + a4 (mod p), p an odd 
prime. Suppose thatf(x) has the distinct roots xi, x2, x3, x4 in its splitting 
field. If z1 = x,+x,-x,-x4 
22 = x,-x,+x,-x, 
z3 = x,-x2-x3+x4 and yi=$(i= 1,2,3), 
then y,, yZ, y, are the roots of 
g(y) = y3 -(3a: - 8a,)y2 + (3a’: - 16a:a2 + 16uIa3 + 16a$ - 6k4)y 
-(a: - 4ala2 + 8a3)2 
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Furthermore D(g) = 212D(f). Since x -+ x - 4- ‘a, leaves g(J)) and D(f‘) 
unaltered, we may assume that a, = 0. 
Thus we have 
g(y) = y 3 + 8a2y ’ + (16~; - 64~)~ - 64~;. 
We adopt Skolem’s (unstated) restriction and assume that us f 0. An 
elementary treatment of the other case is found in [I]. With a3 f 0, 
Mw~/P) = (64a3d = 1. 
3. Iff(x) factors into two quadratics, then we have 
X4+u2X2+a,x+a4 = (x2+rx+s) (x2--rxft), r f 0. 
Comparing coefficients gives 
St = u4 
s+t E r*+u, 
t-s z Flus. 
Thus 
2t = r2+u2+r-la3 
2s = r2+u2-r-la, and 
4st = 4~ = r4+2r2a2+af-r-*a:. 
Therefore r6+2c$r4+(ui-4u,)r*-a: s 0, or y, = 4r2 is a root of g(y). 
Conversely, if yi is a root of g(y) with (yi/p) = 1, then y1 = 4r*, and 
the above equations give a factorization off(x) in the above form. The 
ambiguity of *r is reflected in the order of the factors. If y, and y, both 
have this property, the corresponding factorizations are distinct. 
Remark. In applying the methods of this paper to the case u3 E 0, one 
must distinguish between r z 0 and r f 0 in factorizations of the above 
form. 
4. We can now prove Skolem’s result quite easily. In what follows, 
Yl, 1’2, Y3 refer to distinct solutions (modp) of g(y) = 0, and 
D = D(f) = 2-‘*D(g). There are five cases to consider: 
(a) (yi/p) = 1, y,, y, do not exist. Then gb) has 2 factors, so 
(D/p) = - 1. Hencef(x) has an odd number of factors and is the product 
of quadratics in one way. Thus f(x) = (x-xi) (X-X*)/Z(X), h(x) an 
irreducible quadratic. 
(b) (vi/p) = 1, 0)*/p) = (yJp) = 1. Then f(x) has an even number of 
factors and three factorizations into quadratics. Thus 
f(x) FE (x-x1) (x-x2) (x-x3) (x-x4). 
(c) (y,/p) = 1, (y2/p) = (y3/p) = - 1. Againf(x) has an even number of 
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factors, but one factorization into quadratics. Thus f(x) 3 h,(x)h,(x), 
h,(x), h,(x) irreducible quadratics. 
(d) (y,/p) = - 1, y2, y3 do not exist. Then f(x) has an odd number of 
factors but no factorization into quadratics. Thus f(x) is irreducible. 
(e) yr, y,, y, do not exist. Thenf(x) has an even number of factors and 
no factorization into quadratics. Thus f(x) = (x-x1)/r(x), h(x) an ir- 
reducible cubic. 
Since in each case the converse is clear, the proof of Skolem’s result is 
complete. 
5. In an adjoining paper [3], Skolem intimated that a similar project 
could be carried out for quintic polynomials. He never did this, and to 
date the only general information on polynomials of degree n > 4 is 
provided by Stickelberger’s Theorem. 
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